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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
1.1.

What is excelSavvy?

ExcelSavvy is a dynamic solution to help uncover Microsoft Excel user error, perform
professional spreadsheet auditing and equip the user with a set of excelSavvy Report
and Utility tools. The ExcelSavvy interface utilises the latest version of Excel XP to
its maximum potential to give the user a seamless computing experience. Each
licence is customisable to the individual user and company.
1.2.

Terminology

In this user guide the word (Excel) workbook and (financial) model are used
interchangeably.
1.3.

Summary of excelSavvy Reports

?

Savvy Maps
Produces maps of spreadsheet models to help the auditing or understand ing of
models. These maps categorise the contents of the model into unique formulas,
copied formulas, numbers, text labels and error cells.
Professional spreadsheet auditing firms (e.g. accounting firms) use these maps
as a powerful way of quickly spotting errors and to help them to focus on the
critical areas of a model.

?

Savvy Compare
This tool performs a comparison between the contents of different worksheets
and produces a report of any differences in formulas or in output values. The
tool contains time saving features allowing you to perform multiple
comparisons in one run.
You can use this tool to find out what has changed between two different
versions of the same model (ie. two workbooks), or see what has changed
between two different worksheets.

?

Savvy List
This tool produces a report that lists the key features of the model. These lists
are designed to help the user understand the model and to spot common errors.
The report will list all the worksheet names, all the Excel names, all the invalid
Excel names and cells where the result is an error va lue.

?

Savvy Find
This tool allows you to search through all the formulas and cells values in your
model and then produce a report of the results
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1.4.

Summary of excelSavvy Utilities

?

Savvy Painter
This utility highlights unique formulas, copied formulas, numbers, text and
error cells in the model by paint ing these cells in a selected colour. Painting a
model in this way gives you a picture of its logical structure, which helps you
to understand the model more quickly.

?

Savvy Revealer
Savvy Revealer is designed to help speed up and identify hidden parts of the
excel work environment. Often when models are being built, the modeller
may want to hide certain parts of the model from the user. In order to
thoroughly examine the whole excel work environment, Savvy Revealer
should be used. The power of this utility allows the user to save valuable time
and often uncovers areas of the model that would otherwise be missed.

?

Savvy Tracker
This utility provides hot keys to help the user trace the precedents of a given
cell’s formula logic quickly. This tool is a powerful aid in understanding the
formula in the cell. When the user has adapted to using this functionality,
reviewing models and understanding logic flows can be done rapidly,
effectively and efficiently.
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2. Installing excelSavvy
2.1.

Computer and software requirements

The recommended PC computer specification is as follows:
?

Microsoft Windows XP

?

Microsoft Excel XP

?

Intel III (or equivalent)

?

500 MHz processor

?

512 MB RAM

2.2.

Installing excelSavvy

To install ExcelSavvy perform the following steps:
?

The ExcelSavvy software is an Excel Add- in. Save the Excel Add- in
anywhere on your computer’s hard drive. E.g. under C:\

?

Start Microsoft Excel.

?

Press Tools | Add-Ins in Excel’s menu bar. The Excel Add-In screen should
appear. See Figure 1 below
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Figure 1, the Microsoft Excel Add-in interface
?

Press the Browse button, this will bring up the Browse screen. Go to the
directory where you have saved ExcelSavvy and select it. Once ExcelSavvy
has been selected press the OK button.

Figure 2, the Microsoft Excel Add-in interface
?

Finally press the OK button on the Add-In screen (see Figure 1). ExcelSavvy
has now been installed, you should see the ExcelSavvy button
in the Excel
menu bar. Press this button to launch ExcelSavvy.
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2.3.

Uninstalling excelSavvy

To uninstall ExcelSavvy perform the following steps:
?

Start Microsoft Excel.

?

Press Tools | Add-Ins in Excel’s menu bar. The Excel Add-In screen should
appear. See Figure 1.

?

Uncheck the ExcelSavvy item from the Add-In screen.

?

Press the OK button on the Add-In screen. ExcelSavvy has been uninstalled
and the ExcelSavvy button will be removed from the menu bar.
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3. ExcelSavvy Global Settings
3.1.

Savvy global settings

ExcelSavvy is capable of producing Savvy reports with details that are specific to the
user’s company. This will enable the user to simply define these settings once on the
software licensed computer and these settings will be saved for future use.
Utilising this facility allows the user to save time by producing Company and
Individual specific reports for clients and internal reports.
3.1.1. How to set up the global settings
1.
Start the ExcelSavvy interface by pressing the ExcelSavvy button
toolbar.

on the

2.
If not already selected, go to the Savvy Home page by pressing the Savvy Home
button. See figure below.

Figure 3, the Savvy Home Page interface
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3.
Pressing the Edit button in the Product Licence part of the screen will display
the following screen.

Figure 4, Editing the Savvy Global Settings

4.
Completing the text boxes for the Company Name and Individual Name,
followed by pressing the Update button, will save the setting to the computer.
Reports generated by ExcelSavvy will incorporate these details.
The screen below displays this updated information accordingly.

Figure 5, Result of editing the Savvy Global Settings to the Savvy Home Screen
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4. ExcelSavvy Reports and Utilities
4.1.

Savvy report - Savvy maps

This tool produces maps of spreadsheet models to help the auditing or understand ing
of these models. These report maps categorise the contents of the model based on
whether they are unique formulas, copied formulas, numbers, text labels or error cells.
Professional spreadsheet auditing firms (e.g. accounting firms) use these maps as a
powerful way of quickly spotting errors and to help them to focus on the critical areas
of a model.
4.1.1. How to run the tool
1.

Start the ExcelSavvy interface by pressing the ExcelSavvy button
toolbar.

2.

If not already selected, go to the Savvy Map page by pressing the Savvy Map
button. See figure below.

Figure 6, the Savvy Map interface
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3.

Select whether to map just the active worksheet (this is the worksheet that is
currently displayed in Excel) or to map all the worksheets in the active
workbook.

4.

As an optional step you may change the settings in “Savvy Maps parameters
and settings.
By ticking the box “Display text if the cell contains text only?” the user can
display the full text of any cell containing text labels (see Figure 8). If this box
is not ticked then any cells containing text only will simply be categorised as
“L” (see Figure 7).

Figure 7, Savvy map of a model worksheet, the full text labels are not displayed, instead
they are represented by the letter T
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Figure 8, Savvy map of a model worksheet showing the full text labels

To make the maps easier to interpret, the map can be coloured. You can
determine the colours that are used by pressing the “change” buttons on the
Savvy Map interface (see Figure 6) and select the appropriate colour from the
Savvy colour picker screen (see Figure 9) by clicking on the colour that you
require. If you do not want to colour certain cells then select white from the
Savvy colour picker screen.

Figure 9, Savvy colour picker

5.

Once you are satisfied with the settings press the “Go map” button on the
Savvy map interface (see Figure 6). This will generate an Excel workbook
which will be the Savvy map report of the model. (See picture of example
maps in Figure 7 and Figure 8 above).
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4.1.2. Description of the Savvy map report
The Savvy map tool generates a report in Excel that consists of the following
worksheets:
?

A summary worksheet

This worksheet is a summary of the total number of different numeric inputs,
unique formulas and copied formulas in each of worksheet that is mapped by
the tool.

Figure 10, Savvy map summary worksheet
?

Map worksheets

If you have selected to map just the active worksheet then the tool will
produce a map worksheet of the active worksheet. Otherwise, if you have
selected to map the whole model then the tool will produce a map worksheet
for every worksheet in the model.

4.1.3. Savvy map key
The map worksheets categorises the content of the corresponding model worksheets
with a set of symbols, the table below describes each symbol and it’s meaning.

Map
symbol

Meaning

F

Cells with unique formula s
Excel models are normally constructed by creating a formula and
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Map
symbol

Meaning
then if necessary copying that formula to the right or down the
worksheet to get a block of formulas; the cell with the unique formula
is the first cell in such a block.
You can massively reduce the time required to review and understand
Excel models by focusing your efforts on cells with unique formulas.

<

Cells with formula s copied from the left.
These cells contain formulas and were created by copying the cell
immediately to the left.

^

Cells with formulas copied from above
These cells contain formulas and were created by copying the cell
immediately above.

+

Cells with formulas copied from both the left and above
These cells contain formulas and were created by either copying the
cell immediately to the left or the cell immediately above.

N

Cells with numeric values (i.e. numbers)

L

Cells with non-numeric value (i.e. labels)

E

Cells that contain error values e.g. #DIV/0!, #REF!, #NAME? or
#NUM!
Figure 11, Savvy map symbols
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4.2.

Savvy report - Savvy compare

This tool performs a comparison between the contents of different worksheets or
workbooks and produces a report of any differences in formulas or in output values.
The tool contains time saving features allowing you to perform multiple comparisons
in one run.
You can use this tool to find out what has changed between two different versions of
the same model, or see what has changed between two different worksheets.
4.2.1. How to run the tool
1.

Start the ExcelSavvy interface by pressing the ExcelSavvy button
toolbar.

on the

2.

If not already selected, go to the Savvy compare interface by pressing the
Savvy compare button (see Figure 12).

Figure 12, the Savvy compare interface

3.

Select workbooks to compare from the “Select Original Workbook” drop
down box and the “Select Workbook to compare” drop down box (note the
excel workbooks must be open in the current instance of Excel).
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If you want to compare two different worksheets in the same workbook then
select the same workbook in the “Select Original Workbook” drop down box
and the “Select Workbook to compare” drop down box.
4.

Select the worksheets to compare, which will be one of the following:
“Compare common worksheets”
This compares one or more common worksheets from the two models. Two
worksheets, one from each model, are common worksheets if they have
identical worksheet names. To compare all common worksheets, you must
select all the worksheets in the “Common worksheets” list box (see Figure 12).
"Compare one worksheet in the original Workbook against one or more
worksheets in the new workbook"
This compares a specified worksheet against a selection of other worksheets.
(See Figure 13).

Figure 13, the Savvy Compare with the option selected as “Compare one worksheet in
the original worksheet against one or more worksheets in the new workbook”

5.

In the “What do you want to compare?” section, select whether to compare
formulas or compare values by ticking the appropriate boxes.
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The compare formulas method highlights changes in formulas between two
worksheets. See compare formulas section on page 16 for more detail.
The compare values method highlights changes in output values between the
two worksheets. If a cell contains a formula then the output value is the result
of that formula. Alternatively, if a cell contains an input (number or text) then
the output value is just that input. (Note: this method will also report all cells
containing error values e.g. #DIV/0!, #REF!, #NAME? or #NUM!. See
Compare values section on page 20 for more detail.
6.

If necessary re-calculate the models by pressing the F9 key. The Savvy
compare tool will not perform a recalculation before running.

7.

Press the “Go compare” button to perform the comparison. Note if necessary,
the user should save the newly produced report.

When ExcelSavvy is launched the user may open or close workbooks, or add or delete
worksheets; when this happens the information shown in the Savvy compare interface
may no longer match the Excel environment, to update the Savvy compare interface
the user can press the refresh button (see Figure 13).
4.2.2. Description of the Savvy compare report
If you have selected compare formulas the tool will produce a Savvy report in Excel
showing the results of comparing formulas, if you also have selected compare values
the tool will also produce a Savvy report in Excel showing the results of comparing
values. Each Savvy report will contain the following worksheets:
?

A summary worksheet of the total number of differences between the
worksheet(s) in the original workbook and the worksheet(s) in the compare
workbook (see Figure 14 and Figure 15).

?

One comparison worksheet for each pair of worksheets being compared (see
Figure 16 and Figure 17 for an example).
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Figure 14, Savvy compare summary report for compare formulas

Figure 15, Savvy compare summary report for compare values

4.2.3. Compare formulas
If compare formulas has been selected the Savvy report will include a comparison
worksheet(s) that lists all the formula differences, see Figure 16 and Figure 17 for
example reports, for a description of the columns in these reports see the table in
www.excelsavvy.com
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Figure 19. For a detailed description of the method used in compare formulas see the
table in Figure 18.

Figure 16, Savvy comparison report showing all the formula differences

Figure 17, Savvy comparison report showing unique formula differences only
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Below is a table describing the method used by compare formulas.
Content of a cell in
the original
worksheet

Content of the
Is a difference Description of comparison
corresponding cell in the reported?
method
compare worksheet

Formula

Formula

Maybe

Formula

Cells not containing
formulas

Yes

Cells not containing
formulas

Formulas

Yes

Not a formula

Not a formula

No

Figure 18, Method for compare formulas
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If the formulas are not the
same then the cells will be
reported as a difference.

If you want to see changes in
values between the two
worksheets then perform
compare values.

4.2. Savvy report - Savvy compare
4.2.4. Description of column headings for Savvy compare formula report
Below is a table describing the columns in the compare formulas report (see Figure
16)
Column

Description

Range

Address of the cell where there is a difference.

Formula in Original
workbook

Formula in the original workbook

Formula in Compared
workbook

Formula in the compare workbook

Unique Formula
Difference

Cells with unique formula differences are marked with “Yes” and cells
with copied formula differences are marked with “No”. In Savvy maps
there is the concept of cells with unique formulas and cells with copied
formulas (see Figure 11 on page 12). This helps the user focus on the
important parts of the model i.e. the unique formulas. In Savvy compare
there is a simila r concept of cells with unique formula differences and
cells with copied formula differences.
In principle by looking at the cells with unique formula differences the
user is are able to understand the differences in cells with copied formula
differences. This greatly reduces the work involved in understanding how
the models have changed; Figure 16 shows all the formula differences,
while Figure 17 just shows the unique formula differences – notice that
there are far fewer differences to look at in Figure 17.

Values in Original
workbook

This is the output value of the cell in the original workbook. This
information is useful because although there is a formula difference, this
may not cause the value to be different.

Values in Compared
workbook

This is the output value of the cell in the compared workbook. This
information is useful because although there is a formula difference, this
may not cause the value to be different.

Is the value different?

If the output value of the cell in the original workbook is different from
the output value of the cell in the compared workbook then this cell will
be marked with “Yes” otherwise it will be marked with “No”.

Map Symbol in Original
Workbook

This is the map symbol of the cell in the original workbook.
Technical note: if the map symbol of the cell in the original workbook is
an F this will give rise to a cell with a unique formula difference.

Map Symbol in
compared workbook

This is the map symbol of the cell in the compare workbook.
Technical note: if the map symbol of the cell in the compare workbook is
an F this will give rise to a cell with a unique formula difference.

Figure 19, Description of the Compare formulas report
www.excelsavvy.com
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Compare values
If the user has selected compare values then a Savvy report worksheet is generated
that lists all the cells where the output values are different. See Figure 20 for an
example report, for a description of the columns in this report see Figure 21.
Note: if a cell contains a formula then the output value is the result of that formula.
Alternatively, if a cell contains an input (number or text) then the output value is just
that input.

Figure 20, Savvy compare by values report

Below is a table describing the columns in the compare by values report (see Figure 20)
Column

Description

Range

Address of the cell where there is a difference.

Values in Original
workbook

This is the output value of the cell in the original workbook.

Values in Compared
workbook

This is the output value of the cell in the compared workbook.

Figure 21, Description of the Compare by values report
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4.3.

Savvy report - Savvy list

This tool produces a Savvy report that lists the key features of the model. These lists
are designed to help you understand the model and to spot common errors. The
Savvy report will list all the worksheet names, all the Excel names, all the invalid
Excel names and cells where the result is an error value.
4.3.1. How to run the tool
1.

Start the ExcelSavvy interface by pressing the ExcelSavvy button
toolbar.

on the

2.

If not already selected, go to the Savvy list page by pressing the Savvy list
button.

Figure 22, the Savvy List interface

Select the list reports you want to run by ticking the appropriate boxes. The
available list reports are:
?

List all worksheet names
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3.

?

List all range names

?

List of invalid range names

?

List all cell errors

Press the “Go list” button to run the report.

4.3.2. Description of the Savvy list report
The tool will produce a Savvy report in Excel. Depending on the Savvy list items you
have ticked, this report can contain up to five worksheets:
?

List summary
A list summarising the number of items in each list.

Figure 23, the Savvy List summary
?

List all worksheet names
This Savvy report worksheet list all the worksheets (including hidden
worksheets) in the model and reports on whether they are visible or protected.
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Figure 24, the Savvy List of all worksheet names
?

List all names
This Savvy report lists all the names (including local names) used in the model
and their associated cell references or values.

Figure 25, the Savvy list of all names
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?

List of invalid names
This Savvy report lists all the names where the cell references are invalid (e.g.
#REF!). As an example, an invalid reference may arise when you delete rows
in a worksheet, if there are any names referring to cells in the row then after
the deletion these names will have invalid cell references.

Figure 26, the Savvy List of invalid names
?

List all cell errors
This Savvy report lists the cell addresses of cells where the output value is an
error (e.g. #DIV/0!, #REF!, #NAME? or #NUM!). This tool will report a
maximum of 2,000 cells with errors.
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Figure 27, the Savvy List of cell erro rs
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4.4.

Savvy report - Savvy find

This tool allows the user to search through formulas and cells values in a model and
then produce a Savvy report of the results.
4.4.1. How to run the tool
1.

Start the ExcelSavvy interface by pressing the button

on the toolbar.

2.

If not already selected, go to the Savvy find page by pressing the Savvy find
button.

Figure 28, the Savvy Find

3.

Select whether you want to search in the active worksheet (i.e. the currently
visible worksheet) or you want to select in the active workbook (i.e. all the
worksheets in currently visible workbook).

4.

Select whether you want to search formulas or search cell values.
Search formulas
Where a cell contains a formula, the cell will be reported if the tool can find
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the value/text that you are seeking in the formula. Where the cell does not
contain a formula the cell will be reported if the tool can find the value/text
that you are seeking in the cell. (note the search is not case sensitive)
Search cell value s
A cell will be reported if the tool can find the value/text that you are seeking in
the output value of the cell (the output value of a cell containing a formula is
the result of the formula).
5.

In the “Find what?” text box enter the value or text that you want to find.

6.

Press the “Go Find” button to start the search. Once the search is done the
results of the search will be reported in the Results box.

7.

The results can be exported to notepad by pressing the “Export results to
notepad” button.

4.4.2. Description of the Savvy find report
Figure 29 below is an example where the word AsCapex is being sought. The results
box displays the results of the search. In the results box, the first part of each line
gives you the worksheet name, the second part gives you the cell address and the third
part gives you either the cell formula.

Figure 29, the Savvy Find – after searching for the word AsCapex
www.excelsavvy.com
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4.5.

Savvy utilities - Savvy painter

This utility highlights unique formulas, copied formulas, numbers, text and error cells
in the model by painting these cells in a selected colour. Painting a model in this way
gives an illustration of the overall model structure. The user will understand
important areas of the model more quickly as a result.
4.5.1. How to run the tool
1.

Start the ExcelSavvy interface by pressing the ExcelSavvy button
toolbar.

on the

2.

If not already selected, go to the Savvy painter page by pressing the Savvy
painter button.

Figure 30, the Savvy Painter interface

3.

Select whether to paint the active worksheet (i.e. the currently visible
worksheet) or to paint the active workbook (i.e. all the worksheets in the
currently visible workbooks).

4.

Within “Savvy paint parameters and colour settings” you can do the following:
To remove the formatting from the worksheet(s) before painting, tick the
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“Remove formatting colour of workbook before painting.
You can determine the colours that are used by pressing the “change” buttons
and selecting the appropriate colour from the Colour picker screen by clicking
on the required colour. If you do not want to colour certain cells then select
white from the Colour picker screen.
The cells are categorised in the same way as in S Maps see Figure 11 on page
12.
5.

Press “Go paint” to paint your model.
The figure below is an example of a model that has been painted, compare this
to the map of this worksheet (see Figure 7 on page 9)

Figure 31, Example of a worksheet being painted.

4.5.2. Savvy painting advantage
The advantage of this utility is that the user can paint appropriate parts of the model
and quickly identify areas that need attention. For example by painting all unique
formulae red, they will stand out on the screen or print out. This will greatly reduce
auditing and understanding time.
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4.6.

Savvy utilities - Savvy revealer

Savvy Revealer is designed to help speed up and identify hidden parts of the excel
work environment. Often when models are being built, the modeller may want to
hide certain parts of the model from the user. In order to thoroughly examine the
whole excel work environment, Savvy Revealer should be used.
4.6.1. How to run the tool
1.

Start the ExcelSavvy interface by pressing the ExcelSavvy button
toolbar.

2.

If not already selected, go to the Savvy Revealer page by pressing the Savvy
Revealer button (see Figure 32 below).

3.

The user can then choose from the following options :
a. Reveal All Worksheets
b. Reveal All Columns and Rows within
i. Current Worksheet or
ii. All Worksheets in workbook
c. Comments in the workbook
i. Reveal All Comments or
ii. Reveal All Comment Indicators or
iii. Hide All Comments
2.

Press “Go Reveal” to reveal your model.

Below is a screenshot of the Savvy Revealer tool.
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Figure 32, Example of the Savvy Revealer options available

4.6.2. Savvy revealer advantage
The flexibility of the Excel environment can be controlled using this Savvy utility.
The power of Savvy revealer allows the user to save valuable time and often uncovers
areas of the model that would otherwise be missed.
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4.7.

Savvy utilities - Savvy tracker

Savvy Tracker provides hot keys to help the user trace the precedents of a given cell
quickly. This utility is a powerful aid for fully understanding the formula in a
particular cell, and is an alternative to using the precedent buttons within the Excel
toolbar. Once the user is familiar with this utility, it will provide a quick, easy and
powerful way to understand the logic of a given formula within Excel.

Figure 33, Example of the tracker options available

4.7.1. How to run the tool
In using this tool for the first time, the user should familiarise themselves with the default hot
keys or change the hot keys to keys that are more comfortable . To view or change the hot
keys follow the following steps:

1.

Start the ExcelSavvy interface by pressing the ExcelSavvy button
toolbar.

2.

If not already selected, go to the Savvy Tracker page by pressing the Savvy
Tracker button.

3.

To enable the tracking hot keys, tick the “Enable tracking hot keys” box.
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4.

To enable the Tracker Display, tick the “Enable TrackerDisplay” box. When
you are tracking through the components of a formula, the formula will appear
in the status bar. If the formula is too long to be displayed in the status bar
then the Savvy Tracker Display pop-up box will appear. This will aid the user
in understanding the formula that is being looked at.

Figure 34, Example of the tracker display pop-up box (used for long formula)

5.

Customize the tracker keys to the user’s requirements. Note that the user will
have to hold down the Control (ctrl) key with the hot key for the activation to
take place.

6.

Press “Update Hot Keys” to store the parameters. This means that the settings
will be stored and available on the computer in the future.

4.7.2. Understanding the Savvy tracker utility
With the Hot Keys enabled, the Savvy Excel environment is now ready to trace the
precedents of any selected cell. The Hot Keys will also take the user to precedents in
external workbooks as long as these external workbooks are open.
In the screenshot example given above the following Hot Keys settings are configured
as:
Command

Description

Ctrl- i

This stores the location of the currently selected cell and changes
the status bar to show the formula in this cell (or in certain
circumstances the formula will be displayed in the Savvy Tracker
display pop-up box). This hot key must be initially pressed to start
the precedent tracking process.

Ctrl- n

Moves to the next component of the tracked formula.

Ctrl- b

Moves to the previous component of the tracked formula.

Ctrl- h

Returns to the home cell of the tracked formula (i.e. the original cell
containing the formula that is being)

Ctrl- r

Resets the status bar and stops the tracking process.

Pressing ‘Ctrl- i’ on a cell while in the middle of tracking another cell will restart the
tracking process on that cell (hence it is not critical to reset the sequence if the user is
looking at a number of cells).
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4.7.3. Example of using the Savvy tracker hot keys
In the following example the user has decided that they would like to see where the
precedents of the formula in cell K48 are within the example Excel workbook. Using
the Hot Keys Settings as above the user does the following:
1. Selects the Cell K28 in the worksheet cTax (note it refers to the Tax due in the
P&L account for the time period December 2001).
2. Press Ctrl – i to start the tracking process. Note in the following screenshot
the status bar has changed to display the same characters as the formula bar.

Figure 35, Example of Savvy Tracker Step 1

3. Press Ctrl – n to move onto the cell with the first part of the formula. The
screen will the n move the cursor to the cell with the range name
‘dasNpTxCorpTax’.
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Figure 36, Example of Savvy Tracker Step 2

4. The user will instantly recognize that this range name refers to the Local
country corporation tax. Note the status bar remains on the originally selected
formula.
5. The user can now press Ctrl – n to move onto the next cell in the formula.
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Figure 37, Example of Savvy Tracker Step 3

6. The user will instantly recognize that this cell (K26) refers to the Taxable
Income for the Tax payable (cashflow) for the period December 2001.
7. The user can now press Ctrl – n to move onto the next cell in the formula. As
there are no more cells to be tracked in the original formula the user will be
tracked back to the original formula location in Cell K28 in the worksheet
cTax.
4.7.4. Savvy tracker advantage
From the given example above the Savvy Tracker tool demonstrates its power and
flexibility. To do the precedents tracking task using Excel’s standard functionality
would take a number of mouse clicks and movements. Utilising the Savvy Tracker
hot keys will save the Excel user vital seconds and repetitive movements. This utility
will save hours on looking through and auditing large Excel models.
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